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The joint path
Eschmann Textures – your competent par
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For more than 15 years, surface special-
ist Eschmann Textures has offered its
customers creative solutions for all
possible requirements of surface tex-
turing. Consultancy experience and
constantly developed knowledge allows
the group to meet the highest
demands, and supply a competitive
quality throughout the world. Starting
with a multitude of creative options
based on natural or artificial patterns,
Eschmann Textures develops the ideal

surface structure for each respective
application. Furthermore, modern pro-
totype modelling methods lead to an
exact and fast evaluation and selection
of the ideal surface structure for each
respective application. The on-site
service during and after production,
which can be realised anywhere in the
world, complements the effective proj-
ect management of Eschmann Textures
from the initial idea to the end product.

tner for creative surfaces.



Setting the pace
At Eschmann Textures, the individual ele
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ments of automotive interior design converge.
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Modern development and production
processes in the automotive industry
require a project management system
that sets the pace. These requirements
are successfully fulfilled in vehicle

development and vehicle production
with the elaboration and realisation of
complex interior concepts. In doing so,
Eschmann Textures acts as a link
between OEM, First Tier Suppliers and
subcontractors. The joint aim is the
implementation of a harmonious and
unique interior design.
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Grip on textures
High-quality surfaces open up better mar



bined. Eschmann Textures now has
technological possibilities that enable
flexible, time-saving and cost-effective
production. This way, modern processes
allow different types of textures to be
applied onto the same tool. This
enables the realisation of the most var-

Coffee pot or watering can, beaker or
sun-bed – in the segment of consumer
products, surface structures with a
good grip increase the sense of quality
and also the marketing opportunities of
products in everyday life. Functionality
and aesthetic design are thus com-
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rket opportunities.

ied design ideas that were formerly not
able to be implemented using conven-
tional production methods. Eschmann
Textures is therefore able to enhance
an almost unlimited range of products
with individual surface structures.
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No Mistakes
Quick selection and evaluation of textur
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By means of innovative procedures,
Eschmann Textures ensures that the
surface textures do not lose their indi-
vidual identity due to tool conception,
material selection and other influenc-
ing parameters. Long before the begin-
ning of production, the impression and
effect of newly developed surface
structures can be simulated in grain

quality using Flotek by means of the
application of prototypes made of all
kinds of materials. This way, Eschmann
Textures enables a fast and cost-saving
evaluation and selection. Furthermore,
the available production range includes
a 5-axis laser along with 3D rendering
& CAD systems. Laser technology
enables complicated three-dimensional

es.

textures on tool surfaces, previously
not possible using conventional etch-
ing methods. 
Apart from optimal prerequisites for
decision making and various produc-
tion procedures, Eschmann Textures
also offers a world-wide technical after
sales service, saving precious downtime
during production. Grain repairs or
grain reworking can usually be directly
carried out on site – an unbeatable
advantage in Just-in-Time production
processes.



Unlimited possibilities
The door to the world is wide open.
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Reference list
Audi  ■ BMW  ■ Citroën  ■ Ford  ■ Honda  ■ Jaguar  ■ Land Rover  ■ Daimler  ■ Crysler  ■ Mini  ■ Mitsubishi  ■ Nissan  ■ Opel

Peugeot  ■ Porsche  ■ Renault  ■ Seat  ■ Škoda  ■ Smart  ■ Toyota  ■ Volkswagen  ■ AKO  ■ Autoliv  ■ Automotive Lighting 
Bock  ■ BOS  ■ Deckerform  ■ Dr. Schneider  ■ Faurecia  ■ Freudenberg  ■ Froli  ■ Gardena  ■ Grammer  ■ Hella  ■ IKEA  ■ Jardin
Johnson Controls  ■ Jockey-Plastik  ■ Kendrion  ■ Koziol ideas for friends  ■ KWM  ■ Lear Corporation  ■ Liebherr  ■ MöllerTech

OKT  ■ Peguform  ■ Pöppelmann  ■ Takata-Petri  ■ TRW  ■ Visteon  ■ WAG  ■ Weisshaupt  ■ Werzalit  ■ ...
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Globalisation not only means competi-
tion, but also international partner-
ship. Eschmann Textures manages to
create this connection to generate the
best possible benefits for its customers
in the field of surface design. Thus

Eschmann Textures is able to offer and
realise services with European stan-
dards at a global level. Eschmann
Textures also got together more than
ten years ago with other companies
from all over the world, each one a
leader in its own domestic market, in a
cooperative partnership to form

Texture Technologies International
(T.T.I. for short). This enables partner
companies internationally to have
unique potential in providing unfore-
seen advantages in the field of design
and know-how development.



www.eschmanntextures.com


